
First, let’s deal with the issue of personality. I wouldn’t normally talk about this in a theological 
book review, but Bentley Hart has a lot of it – personality that is, and he splashes it about pretty 
freely. You can’t read more than a couple of pages without feeling that you’re getting to know 
him, that you’re in some sense sharing his company. Some will find that more enjoyable than 
others.  
 
Hart has a forceful, edgy, ironic manner that seems likely to appeal to young male theology 
students of the ‘alpha’ type. He takes an obvious delight in demolishing his opponents, and it 
seems most of the published world falls into this category. He cannot resist exposing the 
weaknesses or follies of those he interacts with. One feels, while in the company of Bentley 
Hart, that the world is a very foolish place.  
 
There is something quite modernist about the detached vantage point from which Hart so 
confidently studies and weighs the merits of the world around him. In a book dealing with the 
Indian Ocean Tsunami, the reader hopes to find evidence of a bit of human feeling. If we 
suspect that the matter is being treated as a purely intellectual one, we might feel alienated and 
even repulsed. And unfortunately, in spite of his protestations of sympathy, Hart never 
convinces us that he has been touched at the human or emotional level by the tragedy he 
writes about. He plunges so quickly into combative, didactic mode, we are left with the feeling 
that something rather obscene is occurring, that the misery of those untold multitudes has 
already become so much grist for his theological mill. In Hart’s big personality, there is not 
much sign of compassion or fellow feeling. This is particularly unfortunate in a book on this 
topic. 
 
Then there is the closely related matter of style. Hart has an impressive facility with words, 
piling them up with often telling effect. However, he does tend to get carried away with his 
own eloquence, rarely choosing one word where two will do. It seems he cannot stand to write 
a simple sentence, everything must be sophisticated with parentheses, adjectival clauses and 
explanatory asides. The overall effect of these rather baroque convolutions is a floridness that 
can become a bit wearing. The ‘man-of-letters’ routine starts to feel a bit self-conscious. Hart 
has been compared to C. S. Lewis, but unlike Lewis he seems to feel that for writing to be 
important it must be complicated. Lewis was of course the master of plain English speaking; 
Hart however has clearly learned writing in a different school. 
 
Well, enough about David Bentley Hart, no doubt his mother loves him. 
 
What about his gear? 
 
In the first half of the book: His opening flurry of contempt against atheistic exploitation of the 
Tsunami event serves merely to set the scene, to point in the general direction of the real issue: 
the challenge posed to Christian faith by the suffering of the little ones. There is little 
engagement with these writers, apparently they are scarcely qualified to even enter the ring. 
He’s just whetting our appetite. 
 
Hart then casts about for any truly worthy exponents of atheistic arguments-from-suffering. He 
finds two: first Voltaire, and then, supremely, Dostoyevsky. If you were suspecting that we 
might be leaving the Tsunami behind in our pursuit of worthy antagonists, you would be right. 
In fact the Tsunami warrants barely another mention until the last ten pages of the book. It was, 
apparently a springboard into the more general theological discussion. 
 
Voltaire railed eloquently against the horrors of the Lisbon earthquake of 1755. He rejected the 
deist doctrine of his era that evils such as this were a necessary part of ‘the greater good’, 
calling it an immoral nonsense. But although Voltaire was sparring with deism, a bastard child 
of Christian faith and not the thing itself, yet his rebellion, and others like it, are inspired in part 



by dimly-remembered elements of the true gospel message. Christians do well to let themselves 
be searched by these critiques, since, intriguingly, ‘sometimes atheism seems to retain elements 
of ‘Christianity’ within itself that Christians have all too frequently forgotten’ (p.25). 
 
As evidence of this, Hart surveys ‘Christian’ responses to the Tsunami, and finds them ‘more 
unsavoury’ than those of the atheists! While he finds these Christian responses mutually 
incompatible, he detects a common element: ‘each…seemed to wish to believe that there is a 
divine plan…that accounts for every instance of suffering…in a sort of total sum’ (p.29). He 
notes their ‘apparent need to produce an apologia for God that precluded the possibility of an 
absurd or pointless remainder in the order of creation and redemption’ (p.35), a need which 
allowed no room for important NT themes such as that of the victory of God over evil and 
death. For Hart, the gospel liberates by teaching us that ‘suffering and death…have no true 
meaning or purpose at all’ (p.35). 
 
If Voltaire had rejected the possibility of a logic that explains suffering, Dostoyevsky’s Ivan 
Karamazov admits the logic but rejects the thing on moral grounds. If the perfect happiness to 
which God is guiding the world was achievable only through the suffering of the little ones 
along the way, then Ivan declines to participate in that future as a matter of conscience. He 
rejects ‘anything that would make the suffering of children meaningful or necessary’ (p.41). No 
amount of future bliss could be ‘worth the tears of that one tortured child’.  
 
For Hart, Karamazov’s objection is the one critique that should disturb Christians. Especially the 
Christians who wrote the ‘Christian responses’, critiqued above, to the Tsunami.  Underneath 
Karazamov’s rebellion Hart detects the deep influence of a more deeply subversive rebel – 
Jesus of Nazareth. He sees Karamazov as a secret prophet who exposes the blasphemous 
determinist and deistic distortions of the various Christian traditions, and calls us back to ‘the 
more complicated, “subversive” and magnificent theology of the gospel’ (p.44). Dostoyevsky’s 
critique of God cuts deeper than Voltaire’s, because while Voltaire denied that suffering was 
intelligible, Karamazov sees ‘that it would be far more terrible if it were’ (p.44).   
 
This section on Karamazov is Hart at his best so far. Indeed there is an eloquent beauty and 
brilliance to his argument: carefully and patiently explained, persuasively analysed, 
passionately advocated. It is at once convincing, inspiring and disturbing. And all in nine 
pages. 
 
In this first half, you could get away without the intro if in a hurry, the theological substance is 
in p.16-44. 
 
The second half of the book is titled Divine Victory, and offers Hart’s version of a more 
Christian approach to suffering. It is in five parts: 
 
I – Natural theology. While ancients feared and worshipped ‘nature’ and the natural world, for 
modern man it is impersonal and lacks purpose: an endless chain of causes and effects. 
‘Natural theology’ – attempts to read God’s nature off the page of this ‘nature’, which is seen to 
simply reflect his will. This idea of direct analogy between God and creation gives modern faith 
much trouble about suffering and natural catastrophes: ‘is God then a monster?’ 
 
II – The Christian view is that God is the perfect source of all being and goodness. And so 
admires his goodness in every created thing. And loves it all. So the Christian sees ‘two worlds’ 
– the world of God’s purpose and glory, and the fallen world in chains. Rather than learn about 
God from the world’s suffering, we deny that evil has any meaning or substance at all. Evil is a 
shadowy distortion of the world, and the world is in bondage to dark powers. There are forces 
at work in the world that do not reflect God’s will at all. So the final achievement of God’s will 
must in fact take the form of a victory. 



 
There can therefore be no final explanation for all the disastrous events in the world, for they 
are in the grip of absurdity and futility. 
 
III – the doctrines of impassibility and immutability are essential to maintain God’s freedom 
from any connection with evil. If God can be subjected to evil in any way, then it can shape 
him and so become part of his identity. He would be less than a victor. Or something. 
 
IV – the Calvinist doctrine that God ordains everything, including evil, brings evil inside God’s 
will and robs the creature of the freedom to will something against God. It makes God, in his 
essence, an arbitrary will – ruling a fully deterministic creation. Calvin was smoking something 
when he wrote that God revealed his greatness in predestining various people to salvation or 
damnation. God’s victory is rather to guide all things to the ultimate good he intends, even 
through the rebellion of evil which is not his will. 
 
Calvin’s view of absolute sovereignty threatens to collapse the distance between the God who 
wills and the created reality, rendering the creation merely an idea in the mind of God. The 
Scriptures speak instead of divine victory: i.e. the final overthrow of other powers opposed to 
God. 
 
V – Ties up loose ends, summarises the main argument, and adds a few supporting arguments 
related to the pastoral realities of the Tsunami disaster.  
 
 
You really only need sections I and II, although IV is highly provocative and challenging for us 
evangelicals – it’s a hatchet job on Calvin. Section III doesn’t quite work, and seems almost an 
aside in the argument. V is a nice way to finish off, but adds nothing much new. So you can get 
away with reading just p.45-70. 
 
Hart tones down the personality a little for most of the second half, making it easier going from 
the aesthetic point of view.  
 
How do we assess his thesis about suffering?  
 
It’s pretty bold – a massive critique of the Western church, and of the whole Protestant tradition 
in particular. His arguments boil down to:  
 

- we haven’t got close to the NT emphases on these issues – weak biblical studies 
- in particular we’ve described salvation in largely legal terms and missed the central NT 

emphasis on the victory of God. 
- we’ve Protties been driven by other impulses instead, such as an obsession with the 

logical implications of ‘absolute sovereignty’ 
- the resulting determinism is pretty close to the ‘natural theology’ of the deists: they’re our 

close relatives, since we both say ‘created conditions = God’s will’ 
- we’ve got a view of suffering that we can’t use to comfort any deeply grieving person. 
- and ultimately we’re playing with pantheism by destroying the space for the creation to 

exercise true freedom 
 
I love it. But only because I’m a Calvinist protestant. It’s really poor manners of Hart to critique 
someone else’s tradition with such tenacity. That task surely belongs to us within the tradition.  
 
The section on impassibility (III) did not convince. Perhaps it was too brief to do the job, but it 
seemed to rely more on assertions than on clear argument. I cannot see that Hart really needs 



an impassible God in order to maintain his ‘victory of God’ approach. The doctrine to me 
seems to cause more problems than it solves.  
 
These quibbles aside, there is real theological power in Hart’s thesis. With the aid of Voltaire 
and Dostoyevsky, he demonstrates convincingly the perils of attempting to connect God’s will 
directly to created conditions. His take on a Christian view of the created order is nothing less 
than inspiring: a heart filled with love and compassion for a glorious world groaning under an 
enemy’s yoke. The Christian does not start with viewing the world as it is, and work backwards 
to deduce God’s character or will. She starts with the gospel, and sees the world as it is judged 
and redeemed in Christ.  
 
What of his view of the gospel as a story of victory over the dark powers? We have to agree 
with Hart that this is indeed the central thrust of the NT writings, and that any theology not 
shaped around this theme is seriously defective. His biblical theology is just plain better than 
ours in the Western church. In particular the kind of static view of God’s sovereignty that sees 
evil and sin simply swept up within its all-encompassing folds, does seem incompatible with 
the ‘victory’ narrative of the NT gospel. Or indeed with any narrative! If God’s sovereignty isn’t 
something that ‘happens’, then there isn’t going to be much of a story is there? (God becomes 
what Hart calls an ‘infinite tautology’ - p.91) 
 
The pantheism thing is intriguing. Does Hart think we are like deists or like pantheists? Which I 
take to be two different systems. Or is the deist just a ‘scientific’ pantheist really? Either way I’d 
rather not be in their company, theologically speaking. This is one of the many things Calvin 
doesn’t explain: how the creature can be truly itself distinct from God and exist in a real space 
that is outside of Him. Can these fundamental questions be satisfactorily answered from a 
Calvinist position? Because if not… 
 
Hart’s contention that a space between God’s will and creaturely conditions permits the 
possibility of futility and meaninglessness in the world, rings true for me. What a relief it is to 
hear those words ‘an absurd remainder’. For those who suffer (and who does not?) I think this 
idea must be a relief – that we can stop looking for the good in every evil, and counting our 
blessings, and just confess for a minute that what is happening to us is bad. (Perhaps we might 
start to make some sense of Ecclesiastes - that would be nice!) 
 
Though it comes almost as an afterthought, Hart’s point about pastoral realities is well taken. If 
we have a doctrine of suffering that we dare not speak to those whose suffering is most acute, 
of what value is such a doctrine? And we surely do have that problem, as any pastor will 
admit. Is there no gospel word about suffering that might comfort those overwhelmed with 
grief, that could bring light in the darkest place? The word ‘victory’ seems full of pastoral 
potential. 
 
Overall, a beautifully short book, with whole chapters of gold in it, worth reading and re-
reading. Hart does his theology from a biblical-theology starting point, which is a nice change 
from our tradition, with its divide between systematic metaphysics and naïve proof-texting. He 
isn’t afraid to say when he finds other approaches obscuring the gospel, whether they come 
from atheists or Christians - and he critiques with a razor sharp knife. Overall he offers a 
significant biblical corrective to standard Western-church approaches to suffering (i.e. 
approaches to life). 
 
Quite a book.  


